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But what makes a great EVP? Employer value proposition begins from offering the best deal to the
employees, in the form of rewards and benefits. An EVP covers a multitude of sins, from culture to salary,
long-term vision to workforce diversity. If entrepreneurs want engaged employees, enhanced financial
performance, a talented workforce, then strengthening EVP or employer value proposition is vital in attracting
and retaining top talent. Submit those suggestions as ideas to build upon a better work environment for
employees as a value proposition. What makes working for the company unique? The following diagram is
taken from KPMG. My favourite slides cover freedom and responsiblity. What makes a good EVP? By Ben
Davis February 9th A great employee value proposition EVP is vital in persuading the best digital talent to
join your organisation. Facts behind Employer Proposition Programs Several researches have shown that
employer proposition programs or we can better understand them as strategies, when executed well can result
in tangible advantages. This can only be ensured with the right screening of candidates, asking the right
interview questions, giving the right training to new employees, preparing leaders in every time who can
impart an office culture, which they wish to have in the organization. So, do you need to reconsider your
EVP? This gives a tacit understanding that Netflix is focused on increasing diversity and creating an inclusive
workplace. It shows the benefits of a well articulated EVP. As stated earlier, an EVP that accurately reflects
the company is vital. As the title suggests, the beauty giant created a strategy where employees became very
public advocates of company culture, creating an implicit EVP through self-expression. Ask what they want to
change in the work culture. Employer Branding , Employers May 30, Once in a couple of years we encounter
a company that absolutely wins in presenting its employer value proposition. Company recruitment pages or
microsites can range from the straight-forward to the pseudo-philosophical. Alongside some of the criteria in
the KPMG graphic above, a company proposition should have broad appeal and align with company processes
and strategy. Why were you the employee attracted to the company as outsiders? Whatever it does is so
inspiring, and engaging that every entrepreneur today wants to lead by its example. For more on organisational
change, see our digital transformation hub. Whether this concept is new, employers desire to improve their
existing EVP, the paramount step is to assess the current proposition. It is designed not only to attract new
talent, but to retain and motivate existing employees. Below you can see the demographics of the tech team.
This initiative has indeed brought back an untapped audience towards the brand making it a grand success.
Having said that, no EVP can be perfect without canvassing opinion. However, when augmented with a series
of public social posts on the lifeatloreal hashtag, the EVP suddenly comes to life. The deck includes nine
characteristics of Netflix employees. Here are some extremely simple questions that can be asked of a
workforce. Why are you the employee sticking around?


